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CUI^EITT TEITDEIJCIES
IN
SECOIIDAT/ SCHOOL SCIENCE
I
Modern Education and Science
Rousseau made the child the center of educa-
tional effort and emphasised the interaction of the natura.l
child with his envir onrnent • He advocated that the child
have his individuality developed and improved by experience
and self-activity
,
yet education should not begin on the
basis of adult preconception as to what a child should know
and do in the future. Education should rather start f-i^or^
the child as an individual v;ith a nature of his ovm, recog-
nizing the child as a child and not considering him but a
miniature adult. The chief end of education was to remedy
social ills, social efficiency being the natural result of
true education.
John Dewey put :^.ou.s seau' s ideas into the phrase-
ology/- of modern philosophy and pedago^^T and added the
thought of education for service. The individual child !
should be the center of gravity about which the educational
system is organized. "Self -education through social activ-
ities" in a practical, lifelike way should unite the school
with life, as well as interpret life, and conserve the
•i
selfhood and Indlvl.duality of the ducant. Sducation
should be a process of drav/in^; out, not pouring in. The
child should learn by doin<3 those things which his inter-
ests, capacities, and needs require. While Pestalozzi,
Froebel, Hebart , and ',7illiar.i James have also been leaders
in the development of -'Odern educat ion_, yet the main ad-
vancements in modern educational theory must be credited to
Housseau and Dewey y;ho formulated the above educational
conceptions .
Modern education, then, is the result of the re-
forms of ?ousseau and his f oil oilers . These refoi*ms have
been sociaiO(2ical
,
ps3?-chological , and scientific. Educa-
tion is a social function. Its aim. is social efficiency.
Psychologically^ education is based upon t'ne clea?.- Icnow-
ledge about and the correct utilization of the mind and at-
titude of the learner. The child instead of the subject is
the basis of learning. The scientific t""end in c-"'^ r-n.tion
,
caused by the introduction of the natural sciences into
the curriculum, is shovm by the use of the laborator^^ meth-
od in m.any school subjects and the use of the scientific
method of inductive thinking, the intelligent and con-
scious use of the hypothesis, confirmed on the basis of
actual fact
•
Modern education is not static . The recent war
gave new force and point to the criticism and questioning
2.
i
3,
of the aims and methods of education. The vague unrest of
recent years has now developed into a clear cut and vio;cr-
ous attempt to search out and rerr^edy defects in onr educa-
tional theory and practice. "The i^e^^iod of American educa-
tion in which we now are is one of unprecedented rethink-
ing and new thinking in an effort to redirect and reform
OUT- ma terials and our p-:'ocedures , so that if possible Amer-
ican education may distinctively meet the problems of Amer-
ica (1). By scientific educational ^^r'' i-iental testing.
by experim.ental classes and schools, and by "rethinlcing and
new thinking" educators are endeavoring to find the truth
that shall free us from the m.istaken ideas of the past.
V.ore than humans Yie'-'e killed in the late war which shorten-
ed by many years the path of progress to clearer, sounder,
and ;r.ore constructive thinking as to education. (2) Why try
to resurrect dead theory and practices? Rather let us
press onv/ard and forward, and like enlightened m.anufactur-
ers let us have the courage to scrap worn out machinery
and replace it with m.ore efficient tools. By test and ob-
servation we should dete -'"m-ine just where vre stand educa-
tionally; by analysis v/e should decide what ends are most
worth while; by practical theory and trial let us then dis-
cover and use the methods and ri^^c.t'^r ial^ which w5 best
lead to the desired ends.
That the child should be the center of g^'avity
(1) Caldwell, O.W., Contributions of the ^dological Sci-
ences to Universal Secondary Education. 3ch. Scl. and T.'at
(2) Butler, lllcholas Murray, Education after the war.Teachers' Col. :^.ecord 2 3jl.
.21:103

of any system of education is nov; recognized by all educa-
tors . Our focus should be the child instead of the text
or instructor. I^odern x-^edagogy studies the native capaci-
ties, acquired interests and powers, and the probable
needs of the child to be taught. Yet while this is recog-
nized as sound pedagogy it is but little practiced. The
attitude of the majority of administrators as v/ell as
teachers is sum'p.ed up by Dr. Iv'cArthur when he sarcast icdJI^
states that, -nost .educators feel that they "can not be
bothered with individualized education" because of the ex-
tra work it entails, and for the sam.e reason they "do not
want thinh.ers armvay; they want follov/e-^s" . (1)
Theory has outstripped practice, as usual. ',7e
know the value of applying modern psycholog^^ and pedogogy,
but inertia and conservatism prevent . "Viewed from the
angle of child needs ana child welfare the schools would
be ne\'i institutions. Knov/ledge conceived of as life ex-
perience and inner conviction, and not as the m.em.orization
of the accumulated knov^rledge of the past; as a tool to do
som.ething with, and not as the finished product itself,
training chil"-^:' for and * r+ oo'^ ^'ihg them into miembership
in their comm.unity, av/aksning guiding moral im.pulses, fill
ing them, v/ith the spirit of service, and training them for
effective self -direction--these are the tasks of the m.od-
ern school." (2)
(1) F.CATthur, C. G., Tr.e ^cienLific Teaching of ^cienceT
new series
, 52; 547
(2) Cubberley, E. P. Public Education in United states.
Houghton Mifflin Company 1919, p.368
i
These are the tasks; and how v;e shirk them I
Some schools have developed into "person-center-
ed" schools, and lend cncoura';;e::!ent to reforms. A report
(1911) by the teachers of 7/ashington Irving Hif;h School in
ITev; '^'"ork City points out that the teachers of the schools
are not there to train some of the children to be leaders,
or to decide that such a child is not fit for high school,
nor yet is m.ere schola-^ship their business, but rather
they are there to improve each child sent to them, to t:-'ain
each as best as they can, and closes as follov/s: "v/^e are
to break av/ay from the traditional type of study -centered
high schools. ',7e are a person?centered school, "^'he per-
son is the one v/e are teaching. We are responsible for
the success of the student. That is \7hat we e -'-^ 'zeve for."
The sam.e idea is also found in the Encyclopedia of educa-
tion for 1905 "As for the m.ethod of instruction, the tree
of knov/ledge is made to grow in the soil of the pupils'
experience. Here and there may be found teachers of sub-
jects; m.ost of them, however endeavor to teach boys and
girls--by means of subjects. The em.phasis falls through-
out not on the receiving but on the winning or making of
knowledge b" '^r.'?''^ >-mv.-siiw^
This is dn age whose taproot is found in the
sciences. The nineteenth century is called the Century of
Science
,
and rightly so, but the twentieth century will
(1) Lange, A.?. The Nev/ High School and Hew High School
Teaching. School and Society 4:267
i
far surpa5?s it in sciontific £rov/th and interest. Appli-
cations of science to_our daily life are so common that
illustrations would be superfluous. In co.r.nerce
,
industz^r
and every other phase of modern social snd industrial ' -
life modern science is being used. iTew problems
confront science and new methods are devised to meet them.
This is a centofCy of democrac^^ and the science of the com.-
m.on people and everyday life is coming- into its own. The
scientific method is being applied to all problems of life
--systematic orderly study is the best metI\od of solving
the problems of life as well as those of the classroom.
This need of science has led the people to dem.and a great-
er knowledge of good science. Science has neve-'- been more
greatly appreciated than today.
The unrest. in gene-r-al e;l'Jcation is shov.'n also in
science teaching. I^e organization in Lerms of the student
has already begun. Modern educational theory and practice
have begun to shov/ results in science as well as elsewhere
Science has never been, better taught than it is today, yet
there is dissatisfaction with the results of science in-
struction because t^^-^-^e is cMX"! /^ct -^oom. for im.p^^ovement
in aim., m.aterial and method. Tlie o-ively ferm.entation go-
ing on is aue perhaps to the effect of science upon educa-
tion, rathe--^ + v,o r-'^'-^t of education upon science.
Cause and effect are m.ingled and interacting here, it seems .
Ii
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Derp.ocracy has brought more than f;overnment by
the people: it has demanded that education be as demo-
cratic as its people. This c'larr-G, v.'hile linl-ed insepar-
ak/3r vith the de.Tioc.-^-'atic development oi t..G country, has
really been caused almost v/holly by the growth of science
in school and home. Science is the ct;.'^- c-" -any of the
improved social conditions. Present socj'al conditions
make possible modern education and science instruction in
a democratic v/ay . The individualistic conception of educa-
tion has been changed by the introduction of the natural
scienceG into the schools. 7i^st ' taur-ht to satisfy the
intellectiAal cravings for personal satisfaction, science
leavened the selfishness of that l:ind of education and to-
day has for its aim:S more democratic ends, such as useful-
ness and se^vice. The grov/th of science caused the growth
of m.utual interdependence among our people and quickened
-j-T.,- .-^rj-rfh of popular education. Thus science has helped
to e,ive the ideals of democracy upon which the high school
is founded, and has greatly influneced education for dem-
ocracy. The opportunity which is cffereol to the modern
high school is thus largely contr^:-::-cu by ohe high school
science and its teaching*
The int"^oc '.'C ti on of science -ave a new trend to
education, changed the outlook of mind, gave new intellec-
tual backc^'ound to life and disturbed the balance of
•i
t
{
1 i
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studios in the schools. (1) The influence has been so
marked that the recent history of education might be divid-
ed into three periods durini^, each of which science h?3
changed our views as to (a) the content; (b) methods; and
(c) the airp.s of education.
ITothin^^ in all educational history has done more
to advance the cause of education than the introduction of
sciences into the educational system. The academies v/ere
in their prime when science teaching was int-'-'oduced and
had they fully adm.it ted science into their Cltrriculum the
public high school would not have so easily won its way.
The refusal of V -^''.jority of the acs.de.mies to aamit
science hastened their decadence, while the new high
school v/hich eagerly adopted natural science j^rew to healtb
f' T -'-.^ength and Vigor. A second reorganization of content
was started in England about thirty years ago. It v/as
known as the Ferry I'ovement and strove lo reorganize the
teaching of m.athem.atics and science which were being
taught alm.ost entirely in preparation for examdnation . In-
creased thinking ability and social capabilities were the
new aim.s advocated. It expressed itself in an effort to
hum.anize science teaching by applications to life and by
the use of classroom, tested "real-life problem.s" . Overem.-
phasis resulted in absurdities v/hich still exist in somie
schools. The movement tried also to break dOT/n the **water-
V
—
(1) Tlodson,?. Broad Lines in Science Teaching, racmilla
1909 p. 109

tight compartments** into which astronomy, zoolog;^''* botany,
physics, and chemistr;; had been confined by conventional-
ized methods of school adm.inistration . (general Science anc
Biolog:,^ are tv/o results of this effort.
The second main influence of science upon educa-
tion 'vas in m-thods. The laboratory m.ethod v;as int
--o'''uced
into science work at Harvard in 1846 and has since been
successfully used in nearly all subjects. History, econom-
ic"
,
and even Latin are studied by the laborator:/" method
v/ith good results. This individual, first hand v/ork is of
great value, and its introduction gave a much needed reforrr
to educational practices, but the labo-:*atory method has
not solved all the problems of education, or even of sci-
ence. Besides being a fault^T" panacea, it has serious de-
fects. The idol research, v;hose worship is forstered in
most colleges, turns teachers* hearts away from, the boys
and girls in base hom.age to organization and subject m.at-
ter. The laboratory method is the research m.ethoa, and
fosters "system.s**
,
'*quanitative lists**, and **courses*'
wc'iic take the students' rightful place in teaching. Tn-
form.ation for its own sake, in "unit course" doses, is be-
ing crammed doivn unwilling throats whose owners v;ill final-
ly be drugged into intellectual eneffectiveness and deliv-
ered for sacrifice on college altars.
The two m.odern m.ovem.ents of thought of sustained
ii
1
force in hicrber education are the classical renaissance
and natu^^al science. Each Tavors that form of early train-
ing which develops clear vision, accurately alert observsv
tion, and sound c--itical judgement. Science t~ives greater
liberty of thought and has changed the outlock of educa-
tion by giving a new intellectual background to life, de-
manding a new spirit as well as new methods in teaching.
Science consists of both subject matter and of method, but
the method is by far the mo:'"e im:portant . Set a child to
fii.ding out things by obse--vation
,
experiment, and think-
ing--the scientific m.ethod--and under skillful quidance he
v;ill learn to think for him.self . lloreover he Y/ill learn
the correct method of attack.
Teachers of science are still refining ideals
and improving m.ethods of science instruction, but because
schools are by nature conservative, rooted in the old ways
and bound by tradition, the change is slo\7. Leaders in ed -
ucational thought are usually the older and e]:perienced ed -
ucators who naturally, and sometimes almost unconsciously,
resist any change or new point of view. V/hile science has
secured a firm, and respectful place in our schools, the
scientific metnod and especially the spirit of science has
not yet fully permeated school life, nor greatly remoulded
the ways of teaching. (1) Science has won its place as
a subject—as a "new branch of the old scholastic routine**
,
(1) Hodson, F>, Broad Lines in Science Teaching.
Macmillan 1909 p 110

but the real rer.nln- of science, its ideals and spirit,
its meaning as a :aetiiod , is still but little sensed, sci-
ence is not to be treated as a separate compartment of the
program of studies, solely: It is the £;aining of a habit
and attitude of mind, as v/ell as learning of subject matte]'.
Achievem.ent , not research, is what counts most
in the training of children. Inculcate in the child's
mind the spirit and ideals of science, and thus realize
our tremendous opportunity. Nothing in all the curriculujn
tends more to develop able thinkers as does the habitual
incisive thinking v/hich science students , under a teacher
.filled with the spirit of science, are required to do. no-
thing in all school life holds forth "greater possibilities
than science. A tool of vast usefulness and power, a tool
needed as never before, is allowed to dull and rust by mis-
use and neglect.
The very aim.s of education have also been changec.
by science. Since '.Yilliam Jam.es em-phasised individual dif -
ferences the whole point of view has shifted more complete-
ly to that of the child, and the educational lock-step sys-
tem has been broken up. liiduce.tion has oecc.r.e more demo-
cratic in its aim.s
,
recognizing social obligations and fit -
ting for life and vocation. Schoolv/ork has become part of
lifework, not a preparation for it. School and society
have realized that they are inseparrb/i/ interlinked.
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Teachers used to strive to develop clear thinking and in-
dependent thinking, and sober living. These are good airps
for any education, but today we a:- v;il'' ir'-'-ness to grapple
v'ith new problems and ability to solve these problems, be-
liev©T^that initiative should be encouraged by the develop-
ment of the child's orginality, and that definite training
should be given capabilities, It is not alone v/hat you
know, but what you can do, mental and manual.
Thinking is not "a spontaneous ovitburst from,
within" but rather a product of the habit and spirit of
observation. We som.etim.es forget that reasoning does not
follow cut and dried rules and that theory and practice
can not be hammered into a pupil. The aim. of science ma^/
be to teach co-^'rect m.ethods of clear thinking, yet this
object can not be obtained by r.iere drilling of theory or
method. The aim of science is one of the m.ost fundamental
in a dem.ocracy . Science should habituate pupils to :'eason
to correct conclusions from, a bacis of observed facts.
Science has also a refinite place in the training of boys
and girls for personal efficiency and good citizenship,
but cannot be taught v.'ith this as an immediate end. The
immediate aim.s of science are:
1. Accuracy'. Close observation.
2. Independency. Power of . organization
,
comiparison,
inductive reasoning, and solution of problem.s
.

3. Impartiality. Self -elimination, judgement,
scientific spirit.
\ 4. Personality. Initiative, imagination, ideals,
culture
.
5. Information.
These are elaborated and modified by every science teache-^,
but in general they are the five main points of develop-
ment toward v/hich all science work should tend.
The Commission on the Reorganisation of Second-
ary Education, of the National Education Association, in
its report entitled "Cardinal Principles of Secondary Ed-
ucation" (Bui. To. 35, lfl8) has set forth seven main obr
jectives of education upon 7/hich work in the secondary
school should be focused. Science instruction is especial-
ly valuable in the realization of six of these objectives,
namely: health, worthy home membe:-ship, vocation, citizen-
ship, the worthy use of leisure, and -^^thical character . (1
)
Numerous other statements of the aims of science irstT^uc-
tion can be found in textbooks of ?3cience, pedagocial lit-
erature on science teaching., and in current m.agazines deal-
ing with school work. Both- the aims of science and of ed-
ucation are continuall:/ changing in detail, but the miain
) objectives remain well defined and --relatively fixed.
The changing aim.s in science and education have
lately caused much unrest. Changes in p":'actice are begin-
. (1) A report of -the Commission on the Reorganization of
Secondary School Education, Eul. No. 26. 1920. "reorgani-
zation of .Science in Secondary Schools.*
(I
ing to creep in and tendencies are seen v/hich point tcrmr^
a nev; and better day in education. "I7e stand on the thres-
-
hold of a nev; Creation. The steanship, the railv/ay, and
the telegraph have annihilated space with consequences
which, in part at least, can be seen by all. :^ut there is
an i Finer spirit, a secret moving truth that remains invisi-
ble except to the very f eiT . And even as the birds settling
on the tele^^raph wires .-^rasp the lightnin,^ message with
senseless feet, and stand on the Tia.y.ic cords as on a com-
mon perch, anO Imow it not, so it ma;/ be with men. They
m.ay lay grasping hands of hard fam.ilar use on rail and
ship and wind, and never ;:now the prop^iet voice v:ithin, the
inspiration of the life that moves, the real m.essage of the
birth to com.e. But new life is being born, and they' who
heeu hiay l.now. Teachers, here is our place. This new
world will assuredly be what teachev-s make it. The skilled
workman is lord of all things on earth. And the highest
skilled work is the work that creates the newer life of the
coming" tim.e by moulding the instruments and training the
living powers that work the work whic'' m.al-es the life of
tim.e. Anu uhe forem.ost teachers of the forem.ost nations
are the creators of the life to be" (Thring) (1)
It is easier t^- Q^-iticize than to correct. The
faults of science instruction are many, manifest and ac-
knov/ledged. The laboratory method is the worst, perhaps,
(1) '-Quoted by MacLaurin, . C., Science and Education.
School '-eviev^ 18:?25
•1
II i
in that it could mean so much but does acconplish so little
T'.eform is neeoed, and will rocu/t from^ the sharp question-
ing and examination which present practices in the labora-
tory are even now undergoing. However, but little actual
reform has been accomplished here, as yet. in textbook,
recitation T;ethod3 , and m.aterial great changes have taken
place. Greater use is be-ing made of agencies outside the
classroom in science work as v/ell as in other departm.ents
of education, modification of methods in "reciting", tests
of the relative value of the current methods , and m.any oth-
er changes have been brought about. Yet, am.ong them all
four stand out v/ith such sharpness and are of such great
importance that they have been taken for detailed exam.ina-
tion, being indicative of the m.odern tendencies in secon-
dary science.
1. The project method seeV:s to improve the organiza-
tion of t^e s\-'b'ect matter b:* nr^bi^ti tution a
more natural, v;ork-a-day world presentation of
facts and their relation. It is the recent devel
opm.ent of th^ -"oblem. and topic m.ethods .
2. General science is a reform in the content of
science work, seeking to give a basic general
scientific knowledge to all. It is a reversion
to the simpler, less specialized type of learn-
ing .
1 1
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5. Practical science means applied science. It is
an illustration of the recent changes in the aims
of education.
4. T::ade science, a specialization of applied science,
typifies Dewey's "Learn to do by doing".
These four are taken to show the main tendencies in method,
content, and aim in m.odern science "/ork in the secondary
schools
.

II The Project Method
President ^. Stanley Hall, urging a more genetic
and psy cholO£;ical organization of science says: "The chie
among many reasons why all b-:'anches of ccience are so dis-
appointing to thei:*' promoters in high school and college
is,, that in the exact logical way in which they are taught
they violate the basal lav/ of psychic growth, ignore the
deep springs of natural interest, and attem.pt to fo^^ce a
precocity against which the instincts of the young, so
much wiser and truer than tbeir consciousness, happily re-
volt." (1) To teach best v/e should use the nataral incli-
nations and instinct of the child, and should not try to
impose artificial m.ethods upon them. Remembering this
would make our tec^chinrr more effective.o
Children's lives are full of activity. Children
are constantly carrying out plans and projects, solving
problems and com.pleting purposes of their own, thinking as
truly and as much as older individuals, but in a sim.picr
fashion. They w6igh and judge the ideas and m.aterials-
with which they work, selecting the best to fulfill the
end desired. Difficulties are overcom.e by original means
and m.ethods. Instruction in these processes :s unneces-
sary, for the norm.al child, uncontrolled and unguided,
naturally adopts them.. V/hy, then does the school do even
(1) ^-all, C-. Stanley, Adolescence. Vol.2. Chapter 12.
1
v/orse than neglect this natural method--v/hy doec the
school fight against nature? The school might better a-
dopt "purposeful activity" as a ^-^-^thod of teaching, and in
so doing gain effectiveness and efficiency. The teacher's
part would be to guide toward such purposeful activities
as would be of the greatest benefit to t^e child.
"The little child is, of course, the scientist,
par excellence. He is curious, experimental, creative.
Our education must retain and build on t-'^ osity "nd '
experimental eagerness of the child, and develop his pov/er
of creative thought." (1) Questions in the child's mind
should be brought out and developed, encouraging ;p.ental
groivth. Unless we use the natural method v/e soon lose
that spirit of v;onder which every child possess. "Wonder"
says le-vey, "is not only the originator, but it is the con
tinueir of science; it is the cause of all growth, of all
increase of kno^'lecl^-e" The project m.ethod is the natural
child m.ethod. It begins in a state of child perplexit^r--
a p-»'oblem. arises in the child's m.ind . Then, usually v/ith
intense enthusiasm, worh is started because of the vital
difficulty presented. Once the difficulty is defined in
his mind the child's enthusiasm, carries him. to the Solu-
tion by:
Mental :process of rapid suggestion, supposition,
guess, hypothesis, or theory.
(1) licArthur, C
.
C-
.
The Scientific Teaching of Science.3ci. U.S. 52:547

''Reasoning" out, of Implications of each sur;,o^e3 tlon
which seerns correct, arranging deliberately and
cleve-:*ly the conditions of test.
This is v;hat the child does in solving his problems --it is
what v;e do in solving ours, unless bad schooling has killed
our initiative and natural ability to solve the problems of
life.
How natural and ha^n old this project methos is--
except in name--is shown by the history of science, "^he
"Masters" of science without exception did their work by
projects. Recognizing the need of seme definite bit of
knowledge, the gaining of which was deemed worth while,
they collected data and information to settle the question
under discussion. Agassiz, America's greatest teacher of
science, used it in his work on the little island of Peni-
kese, 'ZB.VJ
,
Darv;in, Pasteur- -all great science teachers
and students hsV3 used it. Pasteur, for instance, gave his
life over to project study. Isom.erism, fermentation, spon-
taneous generation, the diseases of wine and beer, silki.vorm.
diseases, fowl cholera, swine fever, and hydrophobia v;ere
some of the projects he solved. V/hen he felt the need of
solving such problem.s he u..dertook the work in true scien
tific spirit, and -ave to tlie v/orld greater service and
value than aii. the formalized and sys tem.atized study of
science has ever done.

The project metliod is old, even In our schools.
Skilful teachers have used it for years, in all its essen-
tial features. Bound o- the restrictions of "lo.qical or-
ganization" of the subjects, yet they used it as best pos-
sible under the circumstances. Modern tendencies and en-
lightenraent in ebucational theory is in line v;ith p:^G.ject
ivork. Emphasis is being rightly placed upon inductive
reasoning, interest, naturalness, and the child's point of
view. "All rnodern reorganization and redirection goes back
to some form of application of the project method, for the
p^'o.'ect :r;ot':"od is inly the reflection of modern principles
in ::icoioii: llie core of all .nodern principles is "self -ed-
ucation througli activity". (1) One m.ight say that the
gro\7th of teacher's caused the rise of the project method,
for when teachers get hold of such a method, if the^r are
capable of using it they v;ill.
To define the project method is as hard as to de-
fine Christianity. The lives of the "Masters" of science,
such as 'Galileo, Faraday, llewton, and Pasteur exem.plify the
project ^-^"thod, the history of science ai.d invention con-
tains num.erous illustrations of it, and the books of Fabre,
Tyndall, and other "Hasters" have between their lines, the
true definition of the project method. Let educators stop
quarreling over definitions-. One great trouble v;ith our
schools today is that too much defining has been done; too
(1) Stackton, W. Project '.7ork in Education c .88
Houghton !.!ifflin 1920

much has been permanently settled . Clear ideas are well
^'.'orth while, but to what advantarre is the definition of
such an intangible and chan^ln-; tiling as method, v/hich is
different in t!ie hands of each teacher? True method is the
process in the mind of the learner.
'^'he project itself is hard of definition. Dr.
Lavid Snedden d --fines it as the unit of educative work in
which the most prominent fe.i.ture is som.e form, of positive
and Concrete achio\ oment . better definition is t'.is.t of
Stevenson, in that it is based upon the ps^rchological pro-
ces?en involved. "A project is a problem.atic act carried
to completion in its natural setr.in,^ " (1) This follows
the natural order the realization of the problem, the act
of solving, and the m.aintanenc e of the natural setting.
By natural setting is meant tha':. th? lec.rne"'" uses the m.ate'
ial and data in a v/ay which is no means different from,
what it woulo be outside of .^-.chool. '":'''.1r. i-: the nain con-
tribution of the project m.ethod. ',7i ^hout ul.e natural sot-
ting ther-e is no project, for the problem then degenerates
into a laboratory exe"'"cise of the ordinary t/^^ e, into r.
m.ere question of an inquiry.
Some e'xa.m.ples may make this clea-^er. It should
be bcrne ' Vn.at projects, inductively organized, are
less formal units than are commonly used. In nsing the
project method one cannot start at a certain ^jlace and
(1) Stevenson, J. A*, Project rethod in ^eachin<~. zAZ
Macmillan 192P

develop the project like a proposition in geometr^j- is de-
veloped. There are no formal steps. The project searches
t Qv/a^-d definitions ?.n • ; : * pies , ''^^ Lher than from them.
Tn short, it reverses the existing order or, school proce-
dure and follows the natural order of scientists.
The project presented to a class niirht be the
raising and marketing of an acre of potatoes, ^^he students
would stud3^ the physics and chemistry of the soils and fer-
tilize"-"s, the topography c...^ drainage of the ground, the
rainfall and weather conditions, the structure and physi-
ology' of the potato plant, breeding of vavleties, the c>^em-
leal effects of tillage, the insect Gnerr.les and app-r-opriatc
inse^icides, the bird enem.les of the injurious insects, the
cooki^^--" r.nd food value of the potato, the nature and uses
of potauo starch, the m.arketing of potatoes and so on. Sub-
topics would be used as minor projects, but in all the worl
the students would fi-^st zeo the use of -^-^r---'r scientific
fact that they learned and would learn ic because they
v/anted to use it. It need not be hand work, and can be
carried out in almost any plac'; . Other subjects which lenc
the.T.seli^Meas ily to project developm.ent are num.erous . 'T'hat
is the m.ost efficient way to run your furnace?; Which is
the best refrigerator fo:" ^-^l^ this to';j>"''' ""^ r d ^'-^'^ -^.osl
economical oaklng powder, and oeii your m.other of it; and.
To make a com.plete outfit of clothes for an orphan, are al!,

projects rich in supjcestion and value. It requi^^es a dif-
ferently trained teacher than the averaf^;e, to teach project
of these types, but even vn".th moderate success, such 'vork
v/ould 3ain eager aii'i enthasiastic instead of urjreponsive
science students.
The different tj'-pes of pro.'ect^ may be c'iassi-
fied in .many ways, oimple projects such as, ''-^or; to peel
potatoes most economically, can be distinguished easily
from, the m.ore complex ones shuch as, '^''o^r to p-^epare the
m.eals in a home for a m.onth. A';ain, the line of dem.arka-
tion might be drar/n betv/een projects of execution and of
observation and report, "^he most, co'^plcte classification
has been prepared by G. H« Trafton, quoted entire below. (1
"Types of Projects
1. number of pupils involved.
A. Individual project.
To rais vegetables in the home ga^'den
B. G-roup project.
To form, a league of ?Iealth Crusaders.
2. Places of carrying on projects.
A. Hom.e project
To study the heating system, of our home.
B. School project.
To see if the school foom. is properly
ventilated.
(1) Trafton, G. H. Project Teaching in General Science
Sch. Sci and
.i.^elih 21:315

C • C ommuni ty project.
To investigate the public v/ater supply.
3. Environrp.ent in which carried on.
A. Laboratory project.
To shov/ the effects of li^^^ht on certain
silver salts
.
B. Outdoors projects.
To identify/" the weeds in my garden.
4. "relative importance.
A. llajor project
How .Tiay birds be attracted around the hornefr
B. Minor project.
What kind of nesting house should be T^ade
for a pair of house wrens.
5. Ac tivity^" involved .t
A.
. Construction project..
To make a nesting house for the bluebirds .
B . Obs erva t i on pr o j e ct
.
To see how .nanj'- tinies a pair of birds feed
their young in an hour.
C. Investigation project. (Intellectual)
To learn why birds rriigrate
.
Many sins are conr-p.itted in the name of project
teaching. All teachers u.o x.w. .nderstand what the p.ethod
is , and some seem to think that handwork is equivalent to
project teaching. A teacher of Latin had her class build
a riiodel of the T'.oman Furum. . The children "learned a lot
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about building materials and good ^lue" she stated with
pride i What is heat? is not a oroject of any sort, al-
though How is J.evr York Subway cooled? is one. Gornbustion
is not a Droject, but Davy's safety la.mp would ce. A
project has a tendency to overflow the limits of a subject,
but need not necessarily do so. Many projects are strict-
ly botanical, or chemical, ot lie entirely within the' lim-
its of aoixie otner field. Nor is a project always manual,
as can be seen from the above classification.
Liost distinctly, the project is not a. curei-all.
It is not what its superzealous friends, nor yet what its
pettifogging foes would have us believe. The hoDe is not
held out that everything necessary can be, or ought to be,
taught tnrough the project. Unquestionably the method
will be more useful with young rather than with advanced
students, but should be used with disozt tioH. in any case.
A.uerican education v;s.s cnaracterized many years
ago by President Butler in tnese terms: "S"Oontanei ty is
the >e37note of ecucation in tne United St^xes. Its varied
form, its uneven progress, its lack of sy^i-etry, its practi-
cal effectiveness, are a,ll due to the fact tnat it ha..s
sprung unbidden from the needs and aspira-tions of the oeo-
ple." This tendency to seize upon and overemphasize cer-
tain aspects of ti:e total problem, caused those ap.-oects to
cecome distorted and out of '3erspective» This is vae.t nas

haooenea to tlie oroject in tlie hands of some, and is a da.n-
ii,eT to oe carefully guarded n;--ainst, by rigid testing and
checking of tne results octained.
No absurd claim is iDut forward for the oro.ject
metiiOd by tiiose vrho have carefully v;orked witn it. Since
old iiiethods uave failed to give tne best results, tue time
has coi.ie to try out new methods and submit them to fair and
impartial tests as to tneir worth. Teachers should use a
scientific attitude and mode of orocedure, emoloying hypo-
thesis, Observation, ex-oeriinent, and measurement in study-
in their methods as well as ti:ieir subjects. In other words
the oroject should be carefully tried out, and if the re-
sults indicate success, it should be used.
The oroject is a different teaching unit than ?re
have oeen using. It nas develooed because of the need of
a better unit. The four other classes of teacning units
are listed below in order of siir.olicity.
1. Questions . Detailed, tooical, memory, and
thought Questions. These .lay be stimulating
or bad—usually they are bad, and always
they are inferior, memory r)laying so great a
pa.rt in answering.
2» Problems, Ezerciees
,
OriginALs, and i'xoeri-
ment s
.
These are usua.lly good, and out of
these nas ^rown the (better) project unit.
•
3. Lesson. An arbitrarily sliced off unit to
suit the capacities of the students.
4. Topic . This is a good unit if ini orrriation it
not stressed too jijiuch. Develo-ornent is best
seen under tooical organization. Drills,
teste, reviews, illustrations, demonstration^
and a; olications ail have a olace in the a^
bove outline, or :nay be olasirified as a, sep-
arate unit of teaching. The current tendency
is to use a larger unit in teaching. The di-|
vision and classification of our work has
gone too far and a reaction in the otiier di-
rection is in progress, as is shown by the
blending of zoology and Dotany into biology,
and algebra and geometry into a. composite
a.ma.'^ematics course.
n
The project is often confused Fith the topic.
It is not a topic, and is superior to the tooic for the
following reasons. (a) A oroject originates in a need
felt by the student. A t rpic is a.n orderly presentation oi
facts, logical and codified. (b) The tooic is absorbed by|
the children, ti.e teacher doing most of the thinking. The
project demands tna.t the children v/in tia.e knowledge gained,
by self-activity. (c) Topics allow no option in selectior
and value of f-acts presentdl, but txie project eaaourages
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the development of the children's judg ment in tills re:/;a.rd.
(d) The oroject gives the method of attack as well as in-
formation. The tODic fails to do this.
"Children and adults alike are endowed by nature
with the elements of the scientific spirit. The ouroose oi
science teaching is acco:i:olished most successfully when the
science classes merely furnish and snape an environment in
rhich the scientific 'SDirit can grow. Under the direction
of. a teacher Wiio cojuprehends the workings of the mind, the
project method duplicates tne methods of active life and
thus prepares the pupil for inceDeiident tliinking. "
Most science teachers acce-ot as true that the r.-
oroblera should be orior to orinci'ole; natural setting is
better for learning txian artificial; inf or;.:D tion to govern
conduct a.na not for its sake is the better alrri; end that
development of reasoning oower is better the.n raere uiemory
of information. In oractice we most consistently violate
all and each of these. The only textbooks which really
carry out tnese princi"oles ir.c.y be counted on one's two
hands. They are all of tae mach criticized "General Sci-
ence" type. Autuors ^"jromise much, and theorize delightful-
ly in their prefaces, but a careful examination of the sci-
ence cooks used in our scnools shov;s tnot deductive reason-
ing, memory, and art if legality are sired by all, the teacher
being wil].ing mothers to the crood of cold definitions, ab-

struee principles, and unusual or strcng-e r r-^lica tion?
,
which are disciplined into orderly "subjecta" and cxiaoters
S.arch tnrougn any ttxt, other than one of the exceptions
above cited, and observe how contrary to the. generally ac-
cepted princioles of modern pedagogy it is. The settings
are artificial, information is stressed as of value for it^i
ovm sake, iact-;neraory is emphasized, and reasoning pov/er
is discounted. Tne authors may recognize the signs of the
times but they have certainly failed to live uo to them.
In actual trial the attitude of the stadents to-
ward the suLject v/as the chief gain from the use of the pr|)
ject iaethod. (1) The teacher may feel t.at he is running
a three-ring circus, when he is trying out the project
method in class, but this feeling of being pulled several
ways at once, by interested demanding pupils, is certainly
muc- Qett_r tnan that of dragging a more or less inactive
weight. The project creates interest of the deep-seated
sort because the interest comes fcQM associative connec-
tions of .i.any types. The project oiiers countless reser-
voirs from which the interest may be drawn. Al i projects
are not interesting, but if s project is so selected as to
be of interest, t.ie degree of interest is likely to be ver
high, because of its setting in tx:e lives of the students.
"The project gives the ideal organi c^a.^t ion for arousing an
aim and direction in thinking. It is a olousible assuaip-
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tion that the thinking most worth while to the individual
is that which is directed "by his ovm aim, and not by some-
one else, or by an aim forced uoon him. If the "ouoil has
a specific goal which he understands and if he knows the
difficulty v;:iich he has to solve, there is little doubt
that he will be able to meet the oroblera and concuer it,
selecting intelligently the material needed for its solu-
tion. The strong initia- motive of the oroject, with the
constant sidelights from oractical conditions, challenges
the student to think with a higher degree of effectiveness
(2)
The project gives interest, allows individuality
to develop, stimulates creative thinking, and gives unity
to tiie subject. The -oroblem we find for ourse]i«rshas a
fascination, Wiile the oroblem someone else sets is a task.
Then too,- tne knowledge we wring out of exoerience is re-
membered. Thus tne oroject furnishes the "oush" or motive
for ti^e attack upon the oroblem and its solution, v/hich
could never be attained by oouring in of facts. Subjects
organized by projects have unity of high degree. lljey are
unified as life problems are. Subjects are taught not so
much as se"oa.rate i Lectors, l at as interrelated elements of
the social life invloved. The whole content of the curric-
ulum, when organi7ed by projects—were such a thing oossi-
ble—would be unified and made useful on broad cultural
(1) Stevenson, J. A. The' Project Method of Tgeching
liacmillan 1922 -o.lc5
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oasi s
.
The Droject method also takes care of the techni-
que of carrying out a coraDlet^ act. If the boy bas been
taufe-ht agriculture by the orbject method he knows how to do
things. He has learned the method or oerformance. The ore-
ject orovides for the completion of the act after the theo-
retical oroblem had been solved. "The acouisition of skill
in carrying out orocesses in actual -oractice" is one of the
advantages of this method.
The special advantages claimed for the oroject
night be classified as follows:
1. Rightly directed the oroject develops initia-
tive .
2. The oroject develoos self-reliance,
3. Correct method of orocedure is learned.
4. Project-won information is better remembered
bece.use its bearing is olainly seen,
5. Instruction by project functions, as it is
more vital and real.
6. Teacher has opoortunity to better study the
children.
7. The "oroject makes the students' minds more
sensitive to orobleras and the desire to know more.
If all tiiese advantages accrue why is not the
-lethod more widely used? There are two reasons why the

'Z'Z
nethod is not universally adooted. - ^loerintendents hesitate
to adopt it because of lack of oroof of its value. vYell
they knov.- the effects of the deadening education without
interest. Eagerly would they accept a method which auto-
matically would su^-oly this interest, could they be sure
that it would do as claimedi. "No contribution to American
education could be made which would ha.ve greater im.aediate
practical value than experimental proof by measurement, thai
:iour for hour, the nroject i.ethod oro>'uces larger returns
than compulsory mechanical drill." (l)
Will the project fill the requirements of ed.uca-
tion? "Learn by doing" may not be the best wa,y for every
kind of learning. Poor readers, if of faulty eye nabits,
do not improve with doing, but rather get ooorer. Every-
body knows th?t his writing grows vjoTse and worse if drill
is omitted. Then too, the oroject takes time. Elimination
of waste in the schools is vital. Can a method which is so
t ime-consuxaing as the project be as effective as shorter
aiethods, all things considered? Unless the concomitant and
accessory facts gained by the method are of more value than
efficiency, the i:)roject method should not be used. Thus it
is a Question of whether teachers e.nd superintendents dare
deoend uoon the relatively untried and new method, or had
better "let well enough alone."
The second reason why the project is not at once
(1) Courtis, S.A., Teaching Through the use of Projects
and Pouroosefull Acts. Te.ach. Col. Rgc . 31:139
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^fidely adopted is more serious. Tne one defect, at least
the worst defect, of the -nroject is tnct it allov/s no oooor-
tunity for drill. Without, drill, v/ithout reiteration, the
average student quickly forgets. The imioortance of iiaoit-
forniation is too important to take it for granted that the
ase of the project will cause habits to oe formed incidental?^
A. methodoiOi2;y whicii makes no orovision for these other than
a. purely incidental way, is seriously defective a.nd makes
its theory subject to serious criticism. The weakness of
the project in making no provision for drills and exercises
in habit-f or:rin tion is genuine. To attemot to minimize the
Importance of skills and habits does not ansv;er the oroblem,
The oroject method to be acceoted widely must .aaXe orovi-
dei/i&lapinj
Bion for^ skills and habits. It must be supoldmented by a
systematic oresentation, organization, review, and repeti-
tion.
The project, then, is a method of great use, larg(
value, and has but one serious defect. Used with additional
drill, ti would seem to fulfill a real need in education anc
be an invaluable method of teaching. The following summary
of the views of Committee on General Science of the M.E.A.
is a concise statement of the oroject method aims and ideal!
(1)
"SOME FUNDAIvlENTAL PRINCIPLES
1. The fundamental ..purpose of all teaching of
n
(1) Qu(bted by Twiss,Gr.R.? Scsence T^^aching. Macmillan
1921. p. 421.
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science in all grades of schools is to foster the develop-
ment of the true scientific spirit.
2. Since all normal children are endowed by na-
ture vjIzlx tne elements of the scientific spirit, the Dur-
r)08e of science teaching is accoraDlished most successfully
when tue science classes merely furnish an environment in
whicii -Ciic scientific soirit can grow from the crude and
instinctive childish form into the more finished and logi-
cal adult form.
o. The scientific soirit is characteri^r.ed by
three equally important elements; namely: (1) a, desire
to understand inore fully the meaning and uses of things,
leauinjf, to tne definition of oroblems concerning the mean-
ing and uses of things. (2) A firm faith that the solution
of these oroblems is worth while and -oossible. (3) A
metaod ox tninking that leads to the most exoedient and
useful conclusions. A science teaching that fails to rec-
ognize all tiiree of these elements is necessa.rily defective
in practice.
4. The most effective i:.ethod of science teaching
yet devised, in which all tiiree elements of the scientific
spirit receive due recognition, is called the method of
teaching by Dro.iects.
5. Every TDrojzCt is cnaracterized by three
equally iraoortant elements, which are- coordinate with the
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three elements oi the scientific soirit; namely : (l) A
desire on the oart of the ourAl to understand better ti.e
meaning or use of Borne ip-ct, iDhenomenon, or experience.
This leads the pupil to ask questions. (c) A firm faith
that it is oossible and worth while to secure a better
understanding of the thing in ouestion. This causes the
pu-oil to go to work v/ith enthusiasm. (5) The gatiiering
from experience, books and experiments the needed informa-
tion, and the aonlication of this information to answer the|
question in hand. This settles the ouestion, teraporily at
lea.st
.
6. Any question that one asks ccncernin.j; the
phenomena of nature and life is a ligitimate basis for a
pro j eot
.
7. A pro.1 ect differs from a tooic in ti;.at (1)
a project originates in some pupil's ouestion, and not in
an c.d^it's logical sequence of ideas. Its iir.plications,
need not, therefore, be confined like a tO"Dic to any of the
arbita.ry divisions of science, such as pj^ysics, biology,
etc., y,'hich have been devised for the intellectua.l concen-
ience of adults. (S) The oroject involves the active and
motivated oarcioita tion of the pupil in cp.rrying it out.
It does not, therefore, like the tOToic lend itself to the
didatic formal treatn-ent in which the teaciier does all the
thinking and the children oassively absorb. (3) The oro-

ject never ends in a complete, final, or absolutely fin-
ished conclusion. It is tiierefore less likely to leave tiia
pupil with the idea tha.t he had heard the last "'ord on the
subject. It leaves him ooen-minded.
8. In the project method the outline and back-
bone of the course is derived from the soirit of science,
whose growth it aims to foster. The organization of work
depends uoon the skill of the teacher and the enthusiasm of
the class. It need not therefore, be constrained like the
topica.l order to tne narrow bounds of the arbitrary class-
ifications which the a;.ult specialist had found convenient
for his own intensive work.
9. The oroject a^ethod of tea.ching when well done
leaves the pupil with a well organized rr.ass of useful in-
forrr.ation olus a love of the scientific soirit which will
leau. i.im to accuire more. This entire discussion arises
from the fact that the logical toDical raethod has failed t..
do just thcs.
"

Ill Greneral Science
Project science is genere.l science, ti^at is, it
does not inaintain the distinctions betr-een the logical adul'
divisions of science as recognized uo to the advent of f?:en-
eral science. Huxley, Tyndall, and Faraday all used genera:
science methods in their writings and Dooular lectures.
Perhaps Kuxley ;r.ay be n&mf ' ac the originator of the genera:
science methof of teaching. In 1569 he gave a series of il-
lustrated lectures to London children, describing nature in
general anc the Thaines river tci'ein in narticulsr. It was a
series of frankly informationa.l lectures and did not aim to
be technical. Tne soirit and meaning of real science v;ere
Lbdmirably shov/n in a v/ay which ap"oeals to the interest, im-
agina.tion and thought of science students today, as well as
of those who heard the great Huxley. Unfortunately there
are few Huxleys and those who foliov.'ed him failed to use to
any advantage the educative tool he originated. Instead
they let genere.l science drift into temporery oDlivion.
Huxley's course was published by AiODleton (1379)
under the title of "Pnysiography
"
, and is viell worth the
study of e.nyone interested in science. It ?-as organized
exa.ctly ooposite to the ord.inary text of today. Starting
from t..e near-at-har:d, everyday material it ended with the
less familiar, as iz. psycholigically the correct way. The
|rhi;...c
b
...o^in was taken as o.^e c,nter of txie organization of

the courBe. A simole descriotion of facts, lea.dinq- to ex-
planations, conclusions, and general 'nrinciples, was his
method of developuient . In every case he started with some
well known local fec.ture, directly connected with the basin
or the river itself, and taen skillfully led the student's
thoue,'ht to the v^rincinle involved. Huxley trught oracti-
cally the same as a modern course in physio^^raphy teaches,
but witn this difference. Huxley started with the science
of his locality a..nd proceeded to the more remote and less
familar tnings such as tne sun and stars, v;hiie u-iodern phy-
siograohy, together with most of modern science, tries to
start a.t the other end, and reverse the -T^rocess.
Examine any science text publisned before 1 ;10.
It contains abstract definitions or general iprincioles,
fillov/ed Dy one or two ^)ieces of evidence for, but none
against, the prooosiiion, and this followed in turn by ap-
plications of the orinciole, unfamilar in words and strange
in being to the now oup'zled student. Deductive reasoning
has a Dlace in scnool work, but its olace is noo nere. In-
ductive methods should be used, just as Huxley used them.
And just as in the project n.ethod there should here be a
development from simple to complex, known to unknown, fam-
ilar illustra.tion and everyday application to generaliza,-
tion which in the end may develop into a statement of law
or principle used. Ti.is is simt)ly commonplace modern edur-
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cational theory; we have had the meanc of salvation from
our unsatisfactory secondary school science, end have oline-
ly gone forward to more and more formal and involved "or-
ga.nized" science work.
General science iies been advocated to offset
this tendency tow&rd over-forinalizat ion. It brer-lcs down i
cxxe "water-ti^;;ht compartments" of logically organized sub-
jects in science and by employing the fDroject .nethod it
strives to introduce inductive reasoning, simDlicity, in-
terest, ana the scientific spirit. It creoares for later
special sciences by giving a background in thought and in-
formation, reduces student mortality in the schools by
gainin,^ ihe interest of the ouoils in school science, and
stimulates and loroduces the amateur scientist, of v/hom we
have too few. To tnose who do drop out of school, genera^l
science gives information about the scientific explanation
of common everyday hapoenings, and strives to teach the
elements of the scientific method of thought and resea.rch.
General science has an undoubted vocacional guidance va.lue,
for it often shows students tastes and inclirat ions which
they otherwise vjould have r.erhaos overlc^keo or of vrLich
they would have remained in ignorance. It trains in citi-
zenship in many Fays, not the least being the recognition
of the imperial sway of la.''^ in society as well as in na.ture.
It whows the unity of nature, :ier beauty, and her grace.

It develOTDS' anci stimulates mental growth in all directions.
But does not any science do these thinr^s? Are
these not the aims of all science? Indeed, in oart, they
are, but general science has broader and more general aims,
just as general science is broader and n.ore general than
any one branch of science. And general science claims all
the values of all the sciences, and many more besides.
Most oeoole seem to think that general science is
still v/hijt it was in the oost-Huxley days, when the admir-
able tyoe which Huxley had evolved nad decayed into formal
and useless encylopedic T)resenta uion of numerous fa.cts.
Genera^l science has irogressed fa.r from that stage. First
it consisted of selected tooics from all the sciences,
astronomy, physics, biology and the others being called up-
on for a share. It deserved the name of "hodge-podge"
science in this form, but it soon out-:,Tew this sta.ge.
Next general science courses were organized around some
branch of science, such as geograpny or uiology, as a core,
emphasizing the interrelation of the sciences, but still
presenting far from balanced or well organized courses.
As has already been oointed out, general science
is project science, and when this fact was clearly recog-
nized, the modern form of 2-eneral science wa.s Toroduced.
The project, cutting across all the sciences, ignoring ab-
solutely the so often meaningless classifications of adult
i
convenience, has produced a wonderful tyoe of science
course vjnicL ranks above any other subject in the school
curriculum in aosolute value to the student. Projects
such' as house sanatation, usinr^- tooics from physics, chemis
try, oiology, and geograohy, have mace over ;ene-al science
into an educative tool of extreme value in a pedagogical
as well as a practical sense. General science, organized
by projects, is ca&ed on psyciiological princioles. It is
a orotest against the unhumanized science that has worried
young high school students these many years. Reverting to
Huxley's tyoe of science has solved the oroblem, seemingly
at least.
There are now two tyoes of L':eneral science advo-
cated in our schools. The Kuxley tyr)e sna tne "stem course
type a^^e the two which dominate the situation, the others,
of develoo::.enta.l stages now pa.ssed, being so little used
that they are unimportant. The "stem course" ha.s arisen
because some science teachers, led ny Professors Millikan
a.nd Couluer, nave felt that the demand for more general ac
quaintance with science cannot he met oy cutting all the
sciences into a s,..ort course, hut could he met hy extend-
ing tne time given a.nd using the oresent loo^lcal divisions
of science. They claim txiat organization and unity of sub-
ject matter is essential. Since the present divisions of
the sciences into ohysics, chemistry, and so forth, are ef-

fective educational units, triis division should not be omit
ted, but rather the branches snould be taught side uy side
in Darallel courses. Three days each week might be p,iven
to chemistry and two days per week to biology. Physics
might also oe included. These courses would be coherent
two or three year sequences. This "ooint, that of continu-
t
ous v^ork, is a valuaole one. No langua;i:e teacher would ad
vise a student to take a year of Latin, next year of German
then a year of Soanish, and then a year of French, with
elective of Greek or Italian. That would be absurd. Yet
we do as oncJly in our sciences, for there is oractically no
cor^ation between the different years of study. The in-
terlocking of the branches, and the continuous, coherent
plan, is a wise plan.
The report of the Biology commitee of the Com-
mission oft the Reorga,nization of Secondary Science of the
N.E.A. favors a similar scheme. "Tne committee maintains
that unity of subject matter is of first importance in sci-
ence. By this is meant tha.t the subject matter should be
so organized that appreciation of the underlying principles
shall form the foundation of tr.e student's knowled:^;e, thus
giving him a scientific basis for tne org?niza„t ion of his
knowled.Jie. The comiuittee unanimously a.gree the.t two years
of work in elementarv scierce should be the basis for more
advanced courses. Such work should deal with the physical
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environment ( including the Bturlv of matter and forces),
plants, animals (including man), anc the aDDlications of
science to huuian welfare." This is in agreement with othei
state.uents of tue need of these elementary basic science
courses— "stem courses" to rjrocedc- the detailed and more
systematized work in the soecial branches. The Illinois
High Scnool Gonference as cuoted below suggests the same
thing. (1)
"The committee believes that the organization
of a course in elementary science covering two years work,
would be of large value in solvin- the science oroblera in
the public schools. A two-year cours would Dermit s. certain
amount of or j,aniza,t ion in seouence of tooics, while, at the
same time it woLild afford ample opportunity for apDroaching
every topic from the point of view of the oupil's needs,
interests and exoeriences.
"The committee suggests as a tentative proposal
that the course oroceed from simole organic phenomena, to
more comolex pr.enomena of organisms, culminating in the
study of .uan. Ti is sequence is roughly indica.ted by the
terms physical environment
,
Plants
,
anima.ls
,
and man . A
marked adve.ntage of this secuence is that it oreserves a
continuity with the natural scientific materials that have
been standardized under the general term geography in the
elementary curriculum."
(1) Report of the Program of Studies Coraniittee of the
Illinois High School Conference. University of Illinois
Bui. 21. 1916. p. 29.
1•
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"Advantages of this ^lan nre r)lain to be seen.
Continuous systematic wotk, uegun earlier in ti.e course, isl
good pedagogy. TeacaerB today are better ecuir^Ded to teach
unified courses. "The failures in science instruction Lave]
been due to laults in teacning rati.er tnan faults in prin-
ciples or subject n.atter" (1), and therefore iiriDroved teacl-J-
ing and not oroject work is needed, it is claimed. "We should
not -oresent interesting L.i scellanies when ve can i.aake ecual
ly strong appeals in organized "oresente tion which does more
for oerrf.anent grasn, for a.Doreciat ion, and for arj-oiication.
(1
Two yeer courses in genera,! science are coming
soon. It ha.s been found that less work ca.n be covered in
project general science tnan was anticipated, and the need
for more a.nd better organized general science v/ork is evi-
dent. But the advocates of the oyralltl "water-tight com--
partment" courses, are forgetting that already general sci-
ence has been through that s .age in its develcoment a.nd
has discarded tha.t system for the better, and more psycho-
logical, project organization. Tv;o-yea.r courses in project
science are what will meet all tr..e recuirements of the "ste
course" and more. The only difficulty is in q-etting the
required t ime in the curriculum. Ob j ections . to general
science are becoming less a.nd less evident as results are
obtained from the work, and general science develons to
(1) Coulter, J.Ct. A four year course in Science in the
hign school. Sch and Soc 1:224

meet the demand of the Bchools more fully.
Stil] much 01 critism is heard, even yet.
''Scrambled science" "toy science", "tit-bits" of science,
"pellet-science", suoerf icial, unsystematic, "nerr science"
"soft pedagogy", and other terms sia.ilar to tiieee, are ofte i
hurled at the newcomer, (^e^eral science has come to stay
in the ranks of the sciences, and will live down the e i-
thets. Some of txiem were deserved by the first- crude forma
of general science, but now are no longer applicable. G-en-
eral science no longer attempts to cover all the science in
the universe, and is as thorough in what it does cover as
the more technically phrased advanced science courses. It
is not a ground lightning tour, but rather it is tne "birdfcii
eye view whicii should always orecede the toad's eye view.
Nor are the sciences scrambled. G-eneral svience
. is a scientific attempt to create order in the maze of
logical organization—an a.tterapt to uraorove -uoon the oath
Df science through childhood's realm, wnere the journey now
Is between high narrow walls vjhich baffle childish curio .5-
Lty and kill enthuiasm, and soon tires the traveller with
Its sheer mountains of facts unbridged rovers of jrincir)les.
[t is the "organized" sciences wnich are "scramoled", for a
ore scrappy and fragmental presenta.tion of an entire sub-
ject does not exist in our schools. General science will ir
:he end do away with "the tabloid form of teaching science—
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that is, the dividing ud the sciences into yearly or half-
yearly doses without ontecedents and without conseouent s" , -
-
and will hring a continuity that is now sadly lacking. The
special scier.ces are for the advanced student— ^renerel sci-
ence for him who has not yet develooed a ohilosooher ' s mind,
General science is concrete vrhere the soecial sciences are
abstract, successful where the soecial sciences have failed
psychological instead of logical. It gives the apoeal for
which youth hungers, and instead of sacrificing anything
which is found in t.;e s-oecial sciences it inakes all tceir
values stand out in holder relief. General science changes
the cucstion from keeping the boy on the subject as long as
ne is interested to keeping him interested as long as he is
on the subject.
"The sciences are rounds in the educational lad-
der by which the pupils mcunt. They a.re not Doles which
giust be climbed. The sciences are far extending so as to
form a foothold for tx^e race; the breadth of the footing
that each rr.ay claim deoends uoon his interests and the
amount tha.t he needs in his ^articular ascent." (l) The
amount claimed also depends uoon the teacning method em-
ployed, and general science, as a :..eo....oc of selecting and
presenting science to beginners has no ecual.
Yfhen general science keeos a. Polish boy in schod
.
three years longer tr.an he ot..erv;ise would iiave stayed, be-

«8
oause the boy becomes interested enough in his general sci-
ence to go on with ohy&ics, build a switchboard for ti.e
school and a home laboratory for himself; when general sci-
ence establishes a bond between the teacher a.nd his students,
which re.nains operative throughout t'..eir school course;
when interest in wireless and automobiles exhibited in the
general science class is the means of "tieing up" boys to
their teacher; ane/ when better grade ir.'ork in chemistry and
physics is octained fro.n former general science students
—
when all the tangible results are obtained in one school (l
from general science teaching we surely must believe it is
a good iiiethod of develooing the scientific soirit, even if
it teaches nothing "oractical" in the way of information.
But uy inouiry it has been found that general science has a
very -tactical value in the lives of its students, besides
all the other benefits it gives them.
It ha.s already demonstrated its value and TDlace,
and tnerefore g-enera.l science ~as come to stay. It is not
the invention of a few restless tea.cners who "just wa.nted
to see things different" but is the logical and inevita.ble
evolution of tne modern point of view in science teaching.
It is on experimental step, nor being justified by results,
to secure order a.nd efiicie-^cy in science work. It is a
scientific test by leaders such as Caldwell, Hunter, V/eckeX
and Downing, to discover a setter point of view— a. better
(1) Mounce, aeo^-^e, Soir.e Tangible Results from a Course
in General Science. Sen. Sci and M'-th. 20:332
*
mode of aD-.^roach in science tesching; s Le.ter selection of
subject matter.
At first uut a hod ;re-poc] of encyclopedic in-
for;uation, then a 'unity" course built around one subject,
general science has ..ecome (since 19] 3) a.n environri.enLal
oroblem course which has a wonderful oossibility. Projects
bearing upon the horrie, school, end community, and the life
there, froa; the standDoint of orsctical exoeriment rather
than "fundaiuental orinci';les" have ix.ade inductive tef-ching
a necessity and have given a oracticel value to the course
which surpasses even that of biology. The gain in indue -
tive teaching is a very considerable contribution, in itsel ,
In closin^^-, one of the lea.ders in general sciencs
v/ork. Dr. Caldwell, of Teachers' College, Columbia Univer-
sity, is quoted_^ to shov/ the idea.ls which lie behind the
moverfient , "We need to keep in mind that, since one of the
leading purposes of the American Dublic high school is to
democrati-re and ooen oprjortunity to the great mass of young-
people who make up tne high school oopuiation, the kind of
science which has interests common to all must certainly be
used in the high school Jprogram. Most of these oupils will
not be soecial students of science', but most of them will
encounter constantly the applications of science in their
daily lives, from the moment they rise in the morning until
they go to sleep at night. Gcm:r.on life is full of science,
-
but this science must not be made uninteresting by the tech'
nical language used oy the specialist. Since science has
come to be the dominant note in modern life, science itself
has the largest orr.ortunity vLich it ever held in the his-
tory of education. V/nether or not it v;ili use tnat oppor-
tunity depends upon whether it faces frankly the question
of using the science of common affairs with which the .r.ass-
es of the people deal, for the sake of the truly democratic
educstion of the masses of young people nov/ attending our
tiigh schools. " (1)
)1) Caldwell, Otis, V.^, Democratizinp- the First Year
science Course.
.
Pamphlet by Ginn and Comoany. 1920.

IV Practical Science
"Every man and woman, boy and 'fCirl, should "ore-
pare for a vocation" Ohancellor Day stated in a recent ad-
dress before the students of Vocational High School, Syra-
cuse, N. Y., and Dointed out that nine of the ten colleges
of Syracuse University were for oractica.l work in vocation-
al lines, the one exception being the College of Liberal
Arts.
Anyone who observed the titles of recent science
texts is v/ell aware of the change in the viewooint of sci-
ence writers. "Applied Mecha.nics", "Industrial Chemistry";
Chemistry of Common Things", "Science of Everyday Life",
"Civic Biology", "Practical Physics" and others similar to
these all indicate the change that has come, the practical
and vocational attitude adopted. This is but the reflec-
tion of the times. It is the influence of the newer r)edo-
gogy in education, all educaiion being concerned with dif-
ferent and more tt^eful ends than f oriiierly.
Flexner's "Modern School", with its r)racticali-
ty and scientific trend is becoming a reality just as fast
as science can be out in the central .position which Flex-
ner advocates. The reaction against classical learning
for its own sake has filled the vocational and industrial
schools full to overflov/ing, and in spite of all the "teaEE
••
and entreaties" of these oiDoosed to the oractical in edu-
cation tne trend is steadily maintained. It is not because
of the •oreaching or teaching of any grouo or book that thi^i
practical trend has become so ri.arked. It is the wonderful
industrial and scientific develooment of the country which
has caused it. Changes in industry, in home life, in so-
cial conditions, and in our national position in the world
all helped to change our schools. The aiere fact that "All
the children of all the oeople" are now beginning to come
to our high school would form a sufficient explanation of
the growth of the demand for -Dra.ctical, aoiolied work in
science as well as all educa,tion. And since science lends
itself so v/ell to such a -orogra.m, it has taken the lead in
this direction. The keynote of this centaury's educational
effort was sounded by Dev;ey when he wrote "Learn to do by
doing". It has now been adooted far and vide, not only in
a vocational sense, but in a. practical, every-day-use way.
As the practical takes hold, the grasp of the colleges
sla.ckens. "The Peo .les' University" is beginning to cast
off the dominion of the colleges, cheered and encouraged
by successful experiment such as the Lincoln School of
Columbia University, and urged to new independency by the
splendid results of its ovm endeavors.
Practica,l education is broader than its odpo-
nents v/ould have us believe. Practical education is also
i
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cultural education. The fact that a student knows things
of Dractical value is not eouivalent to becoming narrow.
These -orsctical things are not ALL he knovjs. Learning or?c
tice.l things is sirraly a way of trying to bring the subject
closer to tne lives of the students. It is a.n effort to
overcome the wasting of thousands of hours by thousands of
children learning countless fncts whicn they will never
use. It does not mean that "chickenfeed of the ink-soot,
fruit-spot, grease-soot, garbage-can tyoe of information"
be taught. That would be little short of robcery,: for it
would waste hours in teaching that which could be told in
as many minutes, a.nd would be ooor chemistry anywa.y. But
it does mean the teaching of aoplica.tions to the daily life
problems of its students, teaching vitalized science in an
effort to discover and use the best methods and materials
available, bringing up the broader and deeper orobleaiS
that confront ti.em instead of "leaorning by rote".
The student of practical science is gaining
culture at the same time. The heated discussion as to the
difference between cultural and vocational education, is
rather beside the mark, on both sides. Vocational educa-
tion cannot be taught, outside a. factory a.r)-orentice course,
v/ithout cultural education being included. Enlarged visioij
develooment of personality, and the other attributes of
culture naturally accrue to the student who learns a usefil]
•
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occupation. Surely the amalgamation of the different
points of view is coming. The "non-cultural" Ph.B. of our
technical colleges is fast di sapoearing. No • longer does a
Derson have to choose between an education without a voca-
tion a.nd a voca.tion without an education either in college
or secondary schools. Today ooth practice and theory give
recognition to the demand for a, liberal educa.tion at the
aame time as oreoaration is a:ade for lifework. Those Yiho
believe tha.t the vocational, oractica.l education is narrow
should listen to Dewey's ideas on the subject. "We some-
times hear of the introcuct ion of manual tra,ining, art,
science, and trade work- into the schools deprecated on the
ground that they tend to?jard the -r^roduction of soecialist s-
-
that they detract from our v^resent scheuie of generous lib-
eral culture. The ooint of these objections v;ould be lud-
ricous if it were not so often effective as to make it
tragic. It is our oresent ed.ucation v/hich is highly soe-
cialized one-sided, a.nd narrow. It is an educa.tion domina-
ted almost entirely by m<?d4aval conce'otions of learning",
(1)
From the standpoint of the child—and surely our
sto.rt must be there—the greatest waste in school comes
from his inability to utilize the experiences he gets out-
side of school in any comolete way inside the school itself;
while on the other hand he is une.ble to aoDly in daily life
(1) School and Society University of Chicago Press 1900
p, 24
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what he is learning in school. Science should not be divor-
ced in the child's mind irom the actual hapoenings of every-
day experience in home a.nd street. There is a growing ten-
dency to this effect. Science is becoming like charity
—
best begun at home. After the child understands whet he
observes around hir;. , the how and why of the universe is
gradua.lly apparent.
It used to be said that the greatest orcblera
that the schools faced was that of lack of intimate rela-
tionship between the work of the school a.nd the work of the
world, but now we can see a change and this is no longer
the biggest problem. It still is a oroblem, but its imocr-
tance ha.s diminished ever since industrial and oractical
education began. Carlisle, Hampton, and Tuskegee vere es-
tablished for the regeneration and redemption of certain
radical elea.ents of our po"Oulation, but nov; stand for a
trend which our public schools are beginning to aee, to
their advantage. Wiien the schools fully realize the impor-
tance of the oroblem ana tne value of nractical science, tb
proDlem will disappear through application of the cure.
Educational reformers such as Comenius, Rousseau
and Parker have laid great stress on the educcitive value of
practical work in the schools, Col. Parker emohasizing the
value of apolied science in particular. School education
has always been too bookish, too mueii separated from the
>
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Dbjecte and realities of experience. '^'^ always has had, anc
seemingly always will have, a tendency to drift toward for-
nali&m. "Our memories are too i^ood and our vision too weak'
l;Ve believe in too intellectual a v;orld. ,,e all know, and
know, and KNOW today—a world of .here knowledge. We know
so much more than we do, violatint^- osychological theory
which shows tnat our thinking must; end as well as cegin in
the domain of concrete observation, if it is to be complete
thinking. No boy ever rent swirarning in HgO between the
banks of chemistry, yet his knoviledge of water may te both
extensive and organized. Practical science would use his
knov/ledge in the classroom, to his and others benefit.
The method of realism in scientific subjects is
a good criterion of methods in a:l subjects. A ^rooer at-
titude of e. teacher in ha.ndling science toBics in a class
is a direct protest against a large part of the work in all
studies now done in our schools. We talk about scientific
teaching, realism, sense training, exoerimental v^'ork, in-
vestigation, and field trios, and most of us hug our books
as tightly as before. We teach "basic orincioles" as rules
of gra,mmar used to be taught: Let us teach correct use of
science, oractica.l science, just as oractica,l English is
now taught. Education is not the mere acquisition of orin-
ciples, but it is rather the outting of orincides into
active oractice. Boys and girls, as well as inen and women
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learn best to do by doing', and best to be by being.
Some attemots at reality are uii sleading. It is
not real science, nor oractical science, to nlay with toys
in the laboratory. Practical instruments and tools such
as used outside the classroom should be used instead of
/>
toys. There is a li ultimate use of models in school when
the real article cannot be secured, Lut now much better it
would be to oiait that toy-illustrated orinciple in favor
of one v»fhich can be illustra.ted by some real object. Do
not let it be said that our boys know all about ce.t ' s fur
and eoonite out cannot install an electric bell. Teach
about the ca.bbage butterfly, a noxious insect well worth
knowing, yet illustrating colora.tion and sex ma.rkings, met-
amorohosis, dispersal, and all else thct any butterfly
snows. Relieve tne overworked locust, and teach of carpet
uuts; let tne student grov/ some corn, or at least study
the plant, instead of disectinp a lily; instead of recitin^
memorized sections of the textbook on sound get the o if to
tell hovi' under your direction he made a tin talking machine
that worked, or a cigar-box banjo. Good ora.ctical science
is so abundant that it seems a sha.rae to use any of ooor
Quality.
Practical science does not necessa.rily mean ob-
jective, tangil)le science. It means "usable" science. It
is everyday science. In one nigh school a course in "Loca!
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Industries" is given, in another the stu .Li-
ly test the coal used, in tx.e school neating system, the
3oal Leing oaid for on tne basis of their tests. One chem-
Lstry class has a "Boarci of Food Inspectors" which insioects
local markets and makes v/eekly reoorts to the teacher. Prac
tical science is taught throu^^h science cluus, exhibits,
charts, lectures by manufacturers and trir)S to industrial
slants. One science teacher found a ii&o of thirty worth
»7hile excursion trios available ir; his tovn of 50,000 nopu-
Lation. Home science la.bdratories should be encouraged.
The beautiful glass cases will not protect tiiose shiny in-
Btruments much longer, for apparatus will te lent for home
j.se, and boys encouraged to use school science eouiDraent.
The greatest obsta.cle to practical science is the
college credit bug-a-boo. It is hard to forget, especially
jy college trained teachers, whose work is all too often
judged by the results of tne college entrance examination.
Really, practical science fits the student for college work,
IS well as for life, in a aiore thorough a.nd cnreful v:8.y thai
:he recognize*^ bnd e.ccepted oreparstory courses usually
lo. As an illustration, the course in oractical chemistry,
i'iven at East High School, Cleveland, Ohio is chosen, thougi:
lany others would serve equally well.
The course is not for college credit, but for
training in hov/ to go auout a -oiece of work, both .aental anc
\

Tianual training being included. First the student is given
3, year's preliminary work in practical (industrial) cixerais-
try. Kext he spends a year in learning trade chemistry a-
nalysis, v.'ith uo-to-date control methods substituted for
the " labors tory" tyoe. Accura.cy gains when t^.ese "reason-
able results are used. L'r. Pierce, in com.Lenting on the
course states: "Having taught college chemistry and served
as head of the chemical department in a University for some
time, the writer may be permitted to express an opinion
that tracing out the chemistry of industrial processes and.
the successful effort to secure cccuracy in analj^tical op-
erations controlling them create a deeper interest in the
study of chemical facts and theories end constitute a bette"!*
oreparation for college tnan s.ll the a.ca,demic lore with
which the student can be stuffed" (1)
mm
(1) Fierce, E.G. A High School Course in Tjade Chemistry,
School Science and Mathematcis 20:82
•i
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V Tr^'-de Science
Voca,tional education is growing rarDidly in our
schools. In cosmooolitan hip^'h schools, tecnnical schools,
and in the vocational high schools more and more time is
2:iven to T^oractical work in direct Dreoara-tion for a useful
•ZD
trade. Corn;i.ercial dex)artment s have existed in the high
school for some time, but the nev/er demand for other trade
education is of recent origin. It is the i^roduct of the
timea, but it was President Ei\iot\ ^rrho first voiced the
demand, less than thirty years ago. L; rgely v/ithin the
last ten years this ohase of the high school ha^ developed,
until now all cities have given serious consideration to
those who labor and have esta.blished courses or school^ of
secondary grade for the vocational education of their work-
ers. Short-sighted '•economy" has orevenced any great de-
velopment until very recently hut now thrt the real economy
of trade education has been oroved it is increasing rapidly
To discover the means used and Hie courses given
seventy letters of inquiry as to the trade work for high
school boys and girls were ^ent out in March 1922 to the
leaders in vocational education. Fifty-two ansi'^ers were
received. Ty^enty of tnese indicated t hat no special cour-
ses were being used, as yet, although nine re"olied that
special courses were in the process of construction. The
1
routine, college dominated, older tijpe of science work was
used in tnese twenty insta.nces, indicating that the new
spirit has/ not yet fully Derrneated the country, for these
twenty letters were from widespread territory. If vie ex-
cept the nine who said that reorganization v.-as under way,
the replies indicate that aooroximately one fifth, or twen-
ty per cent, of the schools are still doubtful as tD the
value of trade science.
Of the fifty-two ansv/ers the majority (33) had
introduced .-reneral science. Project teaching is the natu-
ral method in shop work, as v/as clearly indicated by the
reolies, some of v;hich went into enough detail to show how
the ore;r.:nt courses ha"ffe been develooed. Three were direc-
tly ooposed to specialized trade science, holding that gen-
eral courses were more cultural and broader, a. better founda-
tion upon which to build, but these were such a small min-
ority that they may be safely neglected, efter giving mass-
ing notice to their objections.
Chief among those op osed to trade science is
Dr. Charles F. Fneelock, Assistant Commissioner od Educa-
tion of Hew York State. "To my mind" he says, "there ca.n
be no aoolied science until there is science to be applied,
and that in the tea^ching of the principles of science
should carry along with such teaching by v;a.y of illustra-
tion and emphasis, instruction as to the orobable useful
1
applications. In other rords, I do not "believe in divorc-
ing science from applied science. For exaruole, I cannot
conceive of good tetiching of chemistry in which the chemi-
cal reactions which occur in ordinary domestic onerations
should not be imoressed a.long with the teachin^^ of the orin
ciple. I cannot conceive of good teaching of Dhysics in
the rursl districts in which the ordinary applications of
the lever, wheel and axle, and gears and belts to ordinary
farm impliments should not be made.
"I have little sympathy v/ith the teaching of
agricultural physics, carxDenters' physics, shoemakers'
physics, a.nd machinists' "physics. • I would like to see
physics so taught that its a.oplicat ion to any "business or
profession ?;ould be a fundamental orinciple of teaching and
such aoplication should be made to the activities with whic
the "oupils s.re familar,"
Directly opposed to Br. Vvrieelock's viev-s are
those of J. 0. Beswick, Sts-te Supervisor of Trade a.nd Indus
trial Instruction in California. After stating that shop
science cannot be taught in the regular science laboratory,
but should be taught in a specially equipped laboratory
Inhere experiments dravm from the different trades may be
[••ised, he continues:
"The science and mecha.nics for the machine shop
.ust be 8. different course than the science and mechanics

for a. gPOU"o of automobile mecha.nice or caroenters. Too
much of our science work has been of the old college ore-
paratory science taught in an academic way. We a.re re-
questing in California, that a.ll those schools that have or-
ganized trade classes where the boys soend one half of the
da.y at oraotical work and the other half cay in study and
r e c i b ation ecuio a soecial laboratory for tea.ching science
and li.echanics. In those schools .where they have set up
these courses to da.te, they are outtin- over much strong-er
courses in science and mechanics, wnici. is a three year
course, than is being taught by our technica.l schools for
college oreoara.tory work."
There is, of course, danger of going to extremes
in trade science. This should be duly guarded against.
The chief danger, hov.'ever, is not that a-nolied science will
De divorced from science out that so much trade science will
oe taught that a soon forgotten, suoerficia.l knowledg-e of
bhe underl^/'ing r^rincicles is obta.ined. The.t is, true science
will not be divorced but merely hidded to the student. Too
aany illustrations of an idea in any subject often has the
same effect. All of us :.ave remembered the illustrations of
I sermon wnich was overloaded witn them long after the ser-
1 ion was forgotten. CJood judgTweht ijust be used to keeo the
; i.oplicat ions from hidin? the )rinci"oles: C-ood teaching is
;he oreventive to be used to .guard against this danger.
I1
One of the difficulties under which ecience has
been laboring is the number of tooics which each subject in
eludes. If two hundred topics are taken up in a year's
work in physics, less than a half hour in cla-ss v-ould be
available for each whole topic. Demonstration, ex-oeriment,
and discussion of each tooic must be included in this limit
To add to the work required in so short a time is folly.
Rather we should reduce the work. Theoretically it is all
very well to advocate anolications "to the activities with
which the students are familar" but unless you have a. trade
group mo such ar)plications could be made without using such
a great number that time and good teaching would prevent.
That is, trade science cannot be taught in a
general course. Oeneral courses ought to be given in the
high school, but we should not expect trade science to be a
oy-product of such a. course. When the same Drincioles a.re
taught in both trade and general course there ca.n be no
real objection to trade science, for the only difference
ft'ould be in the illustration a.nd a-'Dolication.
The aims and ideals of trade science are v'ell
^nown at Oirard College, Philadelohia, Penrsylvania. This
c.iool is not a college, as tne na.me implies, but a, city in
titution of secondary grade for the educa.tion of "r)oor
vhite male orphans". Some 15S0 boys are there receiving an
Intensive tyoe of voca.tional training, with orogressive and
I
helpful work in science ir.cludeci in the curriculm. "We
have, at Jirard, an eleven year school course, the last fou:'
of which conie under my direction" writes Kr. R. Foster Ste-
vens, of the science deoartment. "Our airfbition is to cut
all the frills and fancies, and 5;et rijiiit down to hed rock,
every day, practical science. To do this Vv^e believe it is
necessary to ^resent science in an entirely different way
than is being done at oresent. We are, therefore, at t emot-
ing to change the course, working out one, starting with
large practical things, and from these drawing out the dif-
ferent orinciples, etc., which are necessary. To illustrate
in physics we plan to start electricity with a studv of the
iynanio, leading out from that to such things a.s Dpwer, tran?
nission, magnets and their uses, a.nd so forth." Bed rock,
everyday science, orga.nized by r^rojects as here, might yjell
De used in all trade science. The a.ims of such science are
irell expressed by L. W. Fox, Director of Vocational Train-
ing in Sa.n Antonio, Texas. "If the science course is to be
Boecific in its ap-olication to the trade and really contri-
bute to the trade efficiency of the student, it must be
irawn from the trade and coordinated and timed to function
.n the shop experience of the student."
In the Boys' Technical High School, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, trade science is well organised. "All trade stu-
I(ients are required to take science. Architectural and Me-
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chanical draftmen are required to take a course in trade
physics and one in tra.de chemistry. All other trades ta.ke
a course in tra.de -general science, the course for each bein.:;
adapted to that oarticular trs.de.
"The course in trade chemistry comp oses about
tvventy exercises, each v/ith an introductory oage of funda-
GTiental lacos, orincioles, and theory conixected with that
exercise. A similar set of exercises is a.bout to be com-
pleted in trade physics. The courses in trade science for
the other trades vary in length from eight to twenty or
more exercises, depending upon the trade concerned. In each
case the science offered to a.ny trade is as directly relat-
ed to the practical work, as is oossible.
"At present all science classes for tradesmen
3.re given largely es individual work and not as class work.
Olasses of about fifteen are maintained. When any stud.ent
las finished his work and has oassed a satisfactory exs.mi-
lation on it, he is pa^ssed and a new member is admitted.
The work consists largely of reference rea.ding, laboratory
ft'ork, and riersonal conference. Occassionally a general
talk is given to the whole class."
Sometimes a single trade, of local importance i£
smphasized. In the East Technical High School of Cleveland,
Dhilc^ it is chemistry. The DrincioELl writes: "Our sooho-
iiore chemistry pa.ves the way fvv those who wish to s^oecial-
1i
ize in that subject during their junior and senior years.
We have about sixty students in this aeucortment, a.nd when
they finish irith us they are orepared to go into comir.er-
cial la.boratories and do routine vrork." High schools whicl
are not strictly vocationa.l are CDt to thus sioecialige in
one trade. In the Technical High School, Soringfield,
Massachusetts the following outline is followed in the sci-
ence v;ork in the Industrial Arts course.
" First year. General Physics \IZ yeRX. Following
"Household Physics" by Butler as a textbook
but not comriiitted to any textbook analysis of
the course entirely. We set before the boys
so far e.B v;e can in half a year the orinciples
of ohysics as observed in everyday life in a
city like Springfield.
Electricity 1/2 year. Electricity
consists of a simnle course in theory with
demonstra.t ions of. a -oractical nature, such as
conriecting, ooerating and testing in a simole
manner the efficiency of motors a.nd genera.tors,
a.rc lights, incandescent lights, study of the
v.fatt-:iieter. and various household a.polia.nces,
" Second Year. Physiology 1/2 year. This deals
with fundamental princi-oles of Physiology a.s
(
fully as oossible with boys in this class in half a year
Chemistry 1/2 year. This deals as fund-
amentally v/ith Qrinoiples of Chemistry a.s is
possible with boys in this class in ha.lf a
year.
Physiography 1/2 year. Optional, not
often K,iven.
" Third year. Autoraoblie Engineering. This course
consists of one prepared recitation each week.
Textbook used is Kobbs, Elliott, and Conso-
liver "Gasoline Automobiles". Four periods
each v:eek, are given to "oractical work on p;a.s-
oline motors, t ra.nsmissions, and rear axles in
the '? utomobile shop. ?rnen this course is com-
pleted, boys take ud the practical study of
electrical starting, lighting, a.nd ignition
systems in the laooratory provided for that
puroose. It should be understood that we do
not run a repair shoo. SucL -oractical work
as is done on motors—mainly taking a.part and
reassembling— is done in the laboratory. \Ve
are supposed to teach r)rincioles, not opera-
tions. The vocational school which is not a
high school teaches OT^erations . "
The lack of a text> is no drawback in this
i
work. All the better teaching often results when no fixed
and "standardized" course is available. Either the in-
structor prepares an outline, textbook, or "notes", or the
students themselves do. Perhaos the text is ^reoared in
installments, on the miraeograoh, giving an easily changed,
fluid form of book. Sometimes several books are used, as
an English teacher uset his references. Mr. LlcGarvy, the
Minnesota State Supervisor of Industrial Education tells of
an illustration of tnis last method. "In our industrial
schools of a trade nature, we have found it essential to
give most of the boys rather thorough courses in general
industrial science. Y/e ha.ve not used a.ny loarticula.r text-
books but ha.ve followed the lines usually laid down in gen-
ere.l science textbooks. I think that the plan of having
required courses in general science, followed later on,
perhaps, by a second year of general science, v'ould be bet-
ter for the boys tr.an specific courses. I was in a. class
the other day where Slocum's CREATIVE. GKEIAIS TRY was being
used by the teacher as a basis for that particular lesson,
he seemed to like the textbook very much as a. reference
book, but not as a, text. If some similar book could be
used in p:.ysics, I am sure it would adaot the courses to
the needs of the boys." Such classes and teachers make for
real -nror-ress. Thinking of a.ny kind, trial of any method,
with observation of results and careful coinparison of

values, will in the end bring education to better stand-
ards and efficiency.
Commercial scho-ls, have also introduced trade
science. "We ha.ve adcled for commercial students a der)art-
ment of trade extention which is sort of a mixture of sci-
ence and commerce", says the Arsenal Technical Schools,
Indianapolis, India,na, while in Boston, L'lassachusetts the
following science is offered in the High School of Com-
merce .
"In the first year we offer a course in genera.1
science. V/e ca.n hardly regard this as a vocational sub-
ject. It is offered la.rgely because of its .general value
to high school students rather than because of its nartic-
ular value to students in a comi:;ercial high school.
"The chemistry offered in our third year to all
puDils not taking secretarial work has c.ecided vocational
^alue. The first half year is general chemistry such as
is neceseary for a fundamental knowledge of the subject.
That is followed by v:ork in industrial chemistry, studying
in particular the chemistry of textiles, leather, oils, anc
the like. This work is taken uo in the fourth year as an
elective study along similar lines with a. considerable
amount of ;:iicroscooic v/ork added to it."
Let those who think vocational schools are nar-
row consider a graduate of a commercial course containing
11
1
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such science as this, and contrast such a f;?:raduate with
one having had the so cal'.e':." "broad" education of an ?,ca-
demic hi^^h school. If the ecience work is a fa.ir indica-
tion of the rest of the v/ork of the fchool, true culture
and education is surely obtained in txie tra.de school, vhosf
graduates outrank the others in liberality a.nd broadness
of education.
Numerous other examples could be g^^iven of good
courses in trade pcience. Some schools teach "Trade- ar)-
r)lied" science which differs only in aoolication from the
tegular college entrance science. Others have written
courses of their own, largely different in content and
treatment from the corresoonciing oortions of college pre-
para.tory science. The tendency seems to be to omit as
much as -oossible of the formerl3'- "reouired" list of tonics
taking, only those pr'.rts a-s are .xcde
,
a.nd not teaching
numerous -jrinciples and theories which might possibly be
needed. One such course ha.d been nartly worked out in the
Newton Voca.tiona.l School, Newtonville, I'assechusetts . Theijje
trade science is organized on the oroject basis. Instruc-
tion sheets indicate how the information is to be gathered
by the student, while date ejects, rulec anc. ^leaded for
each exDeriment a.llow quick recording and nrevent waste of
time. A cuestion sheet follows, with references given at
the bottom for anv who have lo use them for a.d;,.i tional in-
\{
I
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formation. It is all strictly loose-leaved, and the work
itself is very practica.l. In or'.'^anizat ion of the courses,
each has been divided into projects or "units", and these
subdivided. The reimrkahle osrt is the b-.pIi number of
subdivisions. In second year iuachine science there are
six units, with twenty-two subdivisions, forming a whole
year's v/ork. Twenty-two tooics, instead of five to ten
times that number, is quite a, step in advo.nce in the teach-
ing of science. The gener?! aims and organi?^ation may- be
seen from the following cuitations, taken from a letter too
long to include entire.
'•We ha.ve found that tnere is no best general
science course for voca.tional schools after the first year.
There are as many s-oecific courses as there are trades
taught, the length of these courses deoending uDon the
amount of applied science connected with the trade.
"In this school the first year all classes are
required to take general science, a. course built uo from
the boys' exneriences and aiming at the eccuirement of a
scientific attitude and liking for the subject. The second
year marks the beginning of a period of soeciali za.tion.
The machine boys are given a thorough course in .uachine sci
ence, the electrical boys in electricity end the orinters
and cabinet inakers s.re given e more intensive second year
of science v;ith soecial emohasis on oarts related to their
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trades wherever possible.
"The third year is devoted to a course in prac-
tical physics omitting those i^arts covered in the second
year by the ouoils. The electrical boys have in adcition
another year in the electrical laLora.tory. In the fourth
yea.r physics is continued for a ha.lf year, emphasis being
placed uoon the laboratory exoerinient s . The last half year
is devoted to a short course in industrial diernistry the
a.im being to accua.int the student with chemical formulae
and the "orinciofid industrial Drocesses. The machine boys
also ha.ve half a year of adva,nced mecha.nical laboratory and
half a year of electrical laboratory."
Practically all recent tendencies in education
are shown in the above examTDle. The project method, genera
science, Dractical science, and tra,de science are all used
in this school, ivhich also tries to improve laboratory work
textbook, and general method. Results indicate that the
exDeriments tried here iiave demonstrated the value of such
innovations, and that the modern school' vidll eventually use
them all.
So called modern schools do not at oresent use
them. Let us examine Blodgett Vocational High School, of
Syracuse, Y. , to see to what extent use is made of the
modern educational tools. This school is modern in build-
ing and ecuioment, and although crowded to 80% overcapacity
I
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is trying to give a modern vocational education to commer-
cial students and to boys who wish to enter the industries
"The ouroose of Vocational High School is to preoare tou-
pils for definite vocations". • The comiuercial course "is
laid out for oupils of both sexes who wish to prepare for
positions in the offices of corn;iiercial houses or banks."
The industrial course "materially shortens the oeriod of
apprentice ship in the wood and metal working trades, build-
ing construction, aoolied electricity or drafting." Puoils
are required to specialige the last year in the industrial
course, and may soecialize diring the third and fourth
years of the commercial course. There are 1100 commercial
students and 650 industrial boys.
The science in the commercial course consists
of one yea.r of biology, for girls who do not take cooking
or sewing, or a year of general science for the boys ^ho dc
not take biology. That is, during the first year all com-
mercial students, . except those taking cooking and sewing,
are required to take a year of science. All commercial
students, without exceotion are reouired to take a half
year of either commercia.l or ohysical geograohy the third
year,
College-TDreoars tory. Regents '-syllabus type of
teaching is used. Even the general science, taught from
an admirable text organized in orojects, is taught the same
1
way, a. biology tea.cher handling the work. Biology used to
be recuired of all commercial students, but with the grov/th
of the school this so crowded teachers a.nd equipment that
it v/as discontinued as a recuired subject. The teacher now
employed in teaching geography is the former biology teach-
er—an explanation, perhaps, of the medoicre results obtain-
ed. Tnere is no organized course, modern methods are not
used, and even the teachers a.re misplaced, three reasons
v;hy the commercial department science is not functioning as
it should.
But what of the tendencies? V/hether they are
misused or not can we see any tendencies toward modern sci
ence teachin-:? Two of the main tendencies are -oresent, two
entirely absent. There is no trade or oractical science
taught in this department, in spite of the name of the-
courses. And in spite of the poor teeching of the general
science, it is a coming subject. In time the project meth-
od and general science, now but neglected opportunities,
will develoo to vigor a.nd normal strength.
In the industrial depa.rtraent of the school sci-
ence is already claiming its rightful position. The cours-
es now offered are as follows, two years of science being
required to graduate.
Second year. Elementary Physical Science. Required
of all.
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Third year. ADolied Electricity. Recuired of Auto-
mobile mechanics and electrical shoD boys.
Fourth year. General Oliemistry and Applied Ciiemistry.
Ontional at present, but in 1922-23 reouired of
those who have failed in Physical science first
term,
'.lere we find a tyne of genere.l science, trode science, and
practical science. The "oroject method is not used because
of the difficulties which exist in gettine; a text orga.nized
in that way. A mimeographed text in the r)rocess of con-
struction by one of the tea.chers is being developed in the
classroom to fulfil this need. Pla.ns are under 7/ay to re-
quire industrial chemistry of the foundry boys, but no
teacher being available this has not yet been done. In thi
department of the school a coherent plan of science instruc-
tion has been mapped out a.nd development of the existing
courses to fit into this nlan is being carried out. All
modern methods and materials a.re being used.
To summarize the trade science situation, v/e neec
only to Doint to Blodgett Vocational High School. Trade
science is being develoi:ied in this country, but only in a
relatively fev/ instances has it become organized into a
course of much merit. Most of the trade v;ork is unorganizec
lardly more than supplied science, a.s yet, but the indica.tioi
Dlearly point to greater develooment of this Dhase of the
5
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subject, and the raoid Q;:rov;th of trade science in content,
organization, and scooe. Trade science is good science.
'
It is a nractical way of teaching science. Modern methods
of teaching are being used in it with good effect. In
Syracuse, there is uiuch to be desired in the teaching of
trade science in Blodgett, but yet it can be seen that
modern tendencies are ore sent and soon will doubtless grow
into applied and efficient tools of education. Texts and
methods, tried and tested, will develoD, and the teaching
of trade ocience will s-orea.d to all large high schools, fo]
it is good pedagogy and sound teaching.

VI The Science of Tomorrow
The wa.r shocked education into renewed efforts.
;3avin^' "been told by an imoa.rt ial judge that the education-
al system of the United States was turning out a nation of
sixth graders, effort was made to improve educational meth-
ods and practice. Due to the teachings of Dewey and other
leaders, educational thought had already ijointed out the
general methods to be used and there was only needed the
consciousness of the need, to start educational reform.
Science, the center of the modern school, is walcin?; to its
ODportunity with the rest of school subjects, but with this
difference. Science is more formal than most of the other
bra.nches of the curriculum, and due to its almost limitless
opportunity in this scientific age, has farther to go than
all otf.ers. Under this handicap, science is struggling to
attain her rightful iDlace, to lead the curriculum in va,lue
and service to its students.
As means to this end science has adopted four
points of a.tto.ck. The Droject metnod is being spread in
the schools in order that a natural, scientific, and yet
skillful method may be in the hands of science students.
The project /method gains interest and the scientific atti-
tude from the students. The osychological basis of the
1!
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method is "learn to do by doing". Its chief drawback and
defect is that it allows no OTDOortunity for the drill of
the DUTDils. This danger should be guarded against by all
teachers who use the oroject.
The oroject is chiefly used in s;enerfil science,
which is the second DOint of attack. Oeneral science is ar
endeavor to imorove the content of science v/ork in the
schools. It is an attempt to substitute the r^sycholog'ical
order for the logical in eleiacntary science work. It break
down the "v/a.ter-t ignt comnartraent s" of the soecial sciences
and substitutes oroject, everyday science. It is the sci-
ence of the ma.sses. Results already obtained indicate that
geners.l science has oroved its v/orth, and will increase in
favor in our schools.
Practical science a.nd trade science e.re the
other ttHf points of attsxk. Both of these endeavor to tie
UD science more closely with the lives of the students.
They are indications of the change in "Oirit of view in all
education within recent years. Practical education and
vocational education have also oroved their value and mil-
lions of dollars are being spent .mnually to increase their
use in our schools. The government spends five millions
each year for the extension of nro j ect-taught agriculture,
alone
.
In reviewing these recent tendencies in second-
s
>
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ary school science, let us be onen-rainded. Let us judge
these four main tendencies, and others thn.t may come into
our schools, on merit alone. It is hard to change methods
of teaching,-; it will rr.ean hard work intellectually and men-
tally to accept these tendencies as indicative of needed
changes in teaching science. But if results from test
and trial, if careful measurement and accur&te observation,
if practice as well as theory all indica.te that these are
cesirahle, let us gladly a.dmit a.nd use them. More, let us
oe willing to test and try, observe and comoare, and then
help the progress of science as the data obtained shov/s the
way to us.
And v/iiat v/ill be the science of tcnorrow? Not
in terms of -oroject or trade science, special sciences or
general, but in terms of its service to mankind. Secondary
school science has a glorious oooortuni ty, and better, has
the means and oower to use the opportunity to her honor and
eexaltation, and to the greater service of h^omanity. Never
before has been such a need for that which science can give
With thoughtful conserva.tism it can be claimed that the sci
ence of tomorrow v/ill serve the masses until they have been
raised^ new intellectual atta-inments and worthier and more
complete living. Science will maintain higher public healt
improve the ideals of home life, guide and educa.te vocation
ally, increase democracy and brotherhood among men, incul-
•

Ccite true ideals of service one/ social relations, it will
open the door to iuo.ny useful and oleasuracle a.vocations,
and lastly, v;ill assist in the develODnient of c6thical
character. It has been said: "Science may have been the
cause of dropping religion from our schools, but no?/, in
spite of creed and land, science is tea.chinr{; true religion
in our sciiools, and improving the morals of the race."
Perha-QS oest of all, the science of tomorrovj will be sci-
entific in spirit as well as organization, a.nd. ;i:any will bu
the "araatear" scientists, and much will be the g'ain. Thus
science will develo^o the interests, he.bits, and abilities,
teach useful irietxiods of solving life croblerr.s, stimulate
and inform the student's minds, and give cultural and aes-
thetic va.lues. The science of torf:orrow will be the most
educativ;e ana valuable force in the schools.
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